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The U.S. Department of State’s Rewards for Justice Program is offering a
reward of up to $10 million for information leading to the disruption of the
financial mechanisms of the global terrorist organization Lebanese Hizballah.
This announcement marks the first time that the Department has offered a
reward for information on Hizballah’s global financial networks.

Rewards can be provided for information leading to the identification and
disruption of:

a source of revenue for Hizballah or its key financial facilitation
mechanisms;
major Hizballah donors or financial facilitators;
financial institutions or exchange houses facilitating Hizballah
transactions;
businesses or investments owned or controlled by Hizballah or its
financiers;
front companies engaged in international procurement of dual-use
technology on behalf of Hizballah; and
criminal schemes involving Hizballah members and supporters which
financially benefit the organization.

Hizballah is a Lebanon-based terrorist organization that receives weapons,
training, and funding from Iran, which the Secretary of State designated as a
state sponsor of terrorism in 1984. Hizballah generates about a billion
dollars a year from a combination of direct financial support from Iran,
international businesses and investments, donor networks, and money
laundering activities. The State Department designated Hizballah as a Foreign
Terrorist Organization (FTO) in October 1997 under the Immigration and
Nationality Act, and as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist (SDGT) in
October 2001 under Executive Order (E.O.) 13224.

In addition to Hizballah’s global financial networks, the State Department is
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highlighting the following three individuals as examples of the type of key
Hizballah financiers or facilitators about whom it seeks information. All
three have been designated by the U.S. Department of the Treasury as SDGTs:

Adham Tabaja is a Hizballah member who maintains direct ties to senior
Hizballah organizational elements, including the group’s operational
component, Islamic Jihad. Tabaja also holds properties in Lebanon on behalf
of the group and conducts business throughout the Middle East and West
Africa. He is majority owner of the Lebanon-based real estate development and
construction firm Al-Inmaa Group for Tourism Works. The Treasury Department
designated Tabaja, Al-Inmaa Group for Tourism Works, and its subsidiaries as
SDGTs in June 2015.

Mohammad Ibrahim Bazzi is a key Hizballah financier who has provided millions
of dollars to Hizballah generated from his business activities in Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa. He owns or controls Global Trading Group NV, Euro
African Group LTD, Africa Middle East Investment Holding SAL, Premier
Investment Group SAL Offshore, and Car Escort Services S.A.L. Off Shore. The
Treasury Department designated Bazzi and his affiliated companies as SDGTs in
May 2018.

Ali Youssef Charara is a key Hizballah financier as well as Chairman and
General Manager of Lebanon-based telecommunications company Spectrum
Investment Group Holding SAL, and has extensive business interests in the
telecommunications industry in West Africa. Charara has received millions of
dollars from Hizballah to invest in commercial projects that financially
support the terrorist group. The Treasury Department designated Charara and
Spectrum Investment Group as SDGTs in January 2016.

More information about these reward offers is located on the Rewards for
Justice website at www.rewardsforjustice.net. We encourage anyone with
information on Hizballah financial networks to contact the Rewards for
Justice office via the website, e-mail (LH@rewardsforjustice.net), phone
(1-800-877-3927 in North America), or mail (Rewards for Justice, Washington,
D.C., 20520-0303, USA). Individuals may also contact the Regional Security
Officer at the nearest U.S. embassy or consulate. All information will be
kept strictly confidential.

The Rewards for Justice Program is an effective law enforcement tool and is
administered by the U.S. Department of State’s Diplomatic Security Service.
Since its inception in 1984, the program has paid in excess of $150 million
to more than 100 people who provided actionable information that helped bring
terrorists to justice or prevented acts of international terrorism worldwide.
Follow us on Twitter at https://twitter.com/Rewards4Justice.

The Office of Website Management, Bureau of Public Affairs, manages this site
as a portal for information from the U.S. State Department.
External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an
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endorsement of the views or privacy policies contained therein.
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The below is attributable to Spokesperson Morgan Ortagus:

Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo spoke on April 20th with President
Ashraf Ghani of Afghanistan. The Secretary condemned the Taliban’s recent
announcement of a spring offensive and underscored the United States’
solidarity with the Afghan people’s pursuit of a comprehensive peace
agreement that would end the suffering and destruction. He also expressed the
United States’ disappointment that the intra-Afghan dialogue, planned for
Doha, Qatar, had been postponed. The Secretary and President Ghani agreed
that the Doha conference presents an important opportunity to advance peace.
The Secretary encouraged all sides to seize the moment and reach an
understanding on participants, so that an inclusive intra-Afghan dialogue can
be convened in Doha as soon as possible.

The Office of Website Management, Bureau of Public Affairs, manages this site
as a portal for information from the U.S. State Department.
External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an
endorsement of the views or privacy policies contained therein.
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Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo, Acting Defense Secretary Patrick
Shanahan, Foreign Minister Taro Kono, and Defense Minister Takeshi Iwaya met
in Washington, DC on April 19, 2019. Building upon their joint statement, the
Ministers discussed the following shared priorities and initiatives through
which the people of the United States and Japan will work together to
strengthen the U.S.-Japan Alliance and build a free and open Indo-Pacific:

I. Bilateral Security and Defense Cooperation

Cooperation for Cross-Domain Operations

Emphasizing the integral role of space in full spectrum cross-domain
operations, the Ministers stressed the importance of deepening
cooperation on space capabilities to strengthen mission assurance,
interoperability, and operational cooperation. Both sides recognized the
benefits of cooperation on space situational awareness (SSA) and
highlighted Japan’s development of a Deep Space Radar and the
opportunity to host U.S.-provided SSA payloads on Japan’s Quasi Zenith
Satellite System planned for launch in 2023. The Ministers also
underscored their interest in identifying ways to support alliance needs
by leveraging emerging, innovative space concepts. 
The Ministers determined to bolster capability and enhance their
respective integrated defense for both air and missile threats,
including through the timely and smooth deployment of Japan’s Aegis
Ashore. The Ministers also shared their concerns about the proliferation
of intermediate-range missiles worldwide and committed to working
together to address this growing threat.

Enhancing the Alliance’s Capabilities

The Ministers reiterated the importance of modernizing and adapting the
Alliance’s capabilities to meet both current and future needs, including
through the introduction of advanced weapon systems to Japan such as
F-35, E-2D, V-22, stand-off missiles, and Aegis Ashore. The United
States welcomed Japan’s decision to utilize a multi-year budgeting
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process to purchase nine E-2D aircraft. The Ministers recognized the
importance of utilizing multi-year budgeting, and ensuring cost
transparency as well as early and effective case closures to further
streamline the foreign military sales process. 
To enhance interoperability, the Ministers reaffirmed the intent to
promote the standardization of defense equipment, sharing of defense
networks, and cooperation on emerging technologies. The Ministers
welcomed progress on the SM-3 Block IIA and its anticipated shift to the
production phase, as well as the expedited cooperative research process
for amphibious operational technologies.
Cognizant of the fact that the Alliance’s technological advantage must
be safeguarded from our adversaries at all times, the Ministers
committed to strengthen and enhance information security practices
across the whole of government to protect classified information,
maintain technological superiority, and preserve our shared economic and
defense advantages in the face of evolving threats to the Japan-U.S.
Alliance. The Ministers emphasized the need for greater supply chain
security, noting threats to the defense industrial base, national
networks, and critical infrastructure required for mission assurance.

Operational Readiness and Cooperation

The Ministers committed to deepen operational cooperation as a means to
improve Alliance readiness, interoperability, and deterrence, which are
critical components for both peacetime and contingency operations. As a
result, the Ministers welcomed the steady implementation of mutual asset
protection; bilateral presence and joint Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance operations; increased scope of logistical support under
the Acquisition and Cross Servicing Agreement; and ongoing exchange of
liaison officers. 
The Ministers also reaffirmed that the two Governments would promote
joint/shared use of the facilities of the Self-Defense Forces of Japan
and U.S. Forces, in addition to operational training areas, to enhance
interoperability, deterrence, and response capability, and to build a
stronger relationship with local communities. The Ministers welcomed
steady progress in both bilateral planning and cooperation on non-
combatant evacuation operations.

II. U.S. Forces in Japan

The Ministers reaffirmed the two Governments’ commitment to steadily
implement the realignment of U.S. forces in order to improve operational
readiness and deterrent capabilities, while continuing efforts to
mitigate the impact on local communities. The Ministers welcomed
initiatives to build and strengthen U.S. forces’ community relations
programs. 
The Ministers welcomed the progress on facility improvements of
Nyutabaru Air Base and Tsuiki Air Base of the Air Self-Defense Force for
contingency use of aircraft.
The Ministers welcomed the relocation of the carrier air wing squadrons
from Atsugi Air Facility to MCAS Iwakuni last year. The United States
also expressed appreciation for the Government of Japan’s continued



efforts to acquire Mageshima for a new SDF facility. This facility will
support operations such as large-scale disaster response as well as
regular exercises and other activities, including as a permanent field
carrier landing practice (FCLP) site for use by U.S. forces. The United
States reiterated that a permanent FCLP facility will greatly contribute
to the safe operation and training of U.S. forces. The Ministers
expressed their intention to work closely in order to complete the
development of the permanent facility at the earliest possible date. 
The Ministers welcomed progress in the steady implementation of the Guam
International Agreement, and the planned relocation of approximately
9,000 U.S. Marine Corps personnel from Okinawa to locations outside of
Japan. They reconfirmed the plan to begin the relocation to Guam in the
first half of the 2020s.
The Ministers recognized the importance of aviation safety and
addressing public concerns related to this issue. The Ministers
committed to facilitate prompt exchanges of information, and to continue
a regular bilateral dialogue regarding aviation safety. Both sides
recognized the necessity of all training, including aviation training,
to maintain the highest levels of readiness and capabilities for the
Alliance.

III. Working with Partners for a Free and Open Indo-Pacific

The Ministers reiterated their support for ASEAN centrality and unity
and their commitment to multilateral cooperation in Southeast Asia,
including through joint training and exercises, capacity building,
defense equipment and technology cooperation, and support for ASEAN-
related architecture, including the East Asia Summit, the ASEAN Regional
Forum, and the ASEAN Defense Minister’s Meeting Plus. To support the
autonomous and sustainable development of countries in the Mekong
region, the Ministers committed to work closely in support of regional
countries to address shared transboundary challenges, including
transnational crime and trafficking, regional connectivity, energy
security, and enhanced energy system integration. 
The Ministers welcomed continued cooperation and high-level consultation
among the United States, Japan, and Australia, including through the
Trilateral Strategic Dialogue, and noted the importance of trilateral
joint exercises and capacity building in Southeast Asian and Pacific
island countries. The Ministers also noted with satisfaction the first
Japan-U.S.-India trilateral summit meeting in 2018 and highlighted
significant joint exercises, such as Malabar 2018 and Cope India 2018.
Building upon these various trilateral efforts, the Ministers welcomed
the regularization of quadrilateral engagement among Japan, the United
States, Australia, and India. The Ministers also welcomed the increasing
regional presence of the United Kingdom and France, and called for
further cooperation in areas including activities in support of freedom
of navigation, port calls, and countering illicit ship-to-ship
transfers.
The Ministers called for full respect for freedoms of navigation and
overflight and other lawful uses of the sea, and reiterated the
importance of activities that support those principles. The Ministers



urged all parties to pursue demilitarization of disputed features in the
SCS, resolve all maritime disputes peacefully without resorting to the
threat or use of force, clarify their maritime claims in accordance with
the international law of the sea as reflected in the 1982 Law of the Sea
Convention, and fully respect legal and diplomatic processes. 
The Ministers underscored the importance of the July 2016 Philippines-
China Arbitral Tribunal’s Award for the two parties. The Ministers also
emphasized the importance of a Code of Conduct in the SCS that is in
full accordance with international law and upholds the right of ASEAN
member states to partner with countries and foreign entities of their
choosing, including with respect to hydrocarbon development and military
exercises.

IV. Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games

The Ministers confirmed that the two Governments intend to continue to
work closely together through a whole-of-government effort toward a
successful Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games. 

The Office of Website Management, Bureau of Public Affairs, manages this site
as a portal for information from the U.S. State Department.
External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an
endorsement of the views or privacy policies contained therein.
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Washington, DC
April 19, 2019

SECRETARY POMPEO: Good morning, everyone. I want to first thank Foreign
Minister Kono and Defense Minister Iwaya for coming to Washington for this
critical meeting between close allies. I want to thank also, of course,
Acting Secretary Shanahan for his participation, although he didn’t have to
come quite as far to be here.

The alliance between Japan and the United States is a truly remarkable thing.
It’s an alliance that two peoples have built and strengthened over
generations, and it has adapted to meet every challenge that our two
countries have faced. President Trump intends to maintain and strengthen our
alliance, and the close relationships he’s forged with Prime Minister Abe
have served as a firm foundation for the conversations that the four of us
had this morning.

Our talks affirmed that the United States-Japan alliance remains ironclad and
increasingly complex. We’ve pursued ways to defend the freedoms of the
American and Japanese people, and promote our shared value sets.

At the top of the list is our shared diplomatic efforts to achieve the final,
fully verified denuclearization of North Korea.

In cooperation with the international community, and in accordance with
relevant UN Security Council resolutions, we will continue to press North
Korea to abandon all of its weapons of mass destruction, ballistic missiles,



and related programs and facilities. We’ll continue to enforce all sanctions
against North Korea, and encourage every country to do so.

But our efforts at peace and security go far beyond North Korea. Early in his
presidency, President Trump made a real pivot to Asia, and declared America’s
intentions for a free and open Indo-Pacific. Our two countries’ latest
national security and defense strategies confirm we share this vision for the
Indo-Pacific region, and they demonstrate our broad and increasing strategic
alignment.

Acting Secretary Shanahan and I shared our concerns with Japan that
geopolitical competition and coercive attempts to undermine international
rules, norms, and institutions – especially from China – present challenges
to the Alliance and to continued peace, stability, and prosperity in the
Indo-Pacific.

To ensure security against all manner of threats, our two countries agreed on
the need for a closer network of alliances and partners.

The United States and Japan will continue to advance trilateral and
multilateral cooperation with other regional partners, notably the Republic
of Korea, Australia, India, and Southeast Asian countries.

Further, on the bilateral issues of concern, the United States and Japan
continue to oppose any unilateral action that seeks to undermine Japan’s
administration of the Senkaku Islands, and we reaffirmed that Article V of
the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty applies to those islands.

We also oppose militarization and other destabilizing activities in the South
China Sea and in the East China Sea. We urge all parties to fully respect
legal and diplomatic processes, and pursue the peaceful settlement of
maritime disputes without resorting to the threat of or use of force. All
parties must abide by the Law of the Sea Convention.

Both the United States and Japan are committed to the realignment of U.S.
forces in Japan, in a way that improves operational readiness and deterrent
capabilities, while also mitigating the impact on local communities. U.S.
force posture in the region will remain robust and grounded in a clear-eyed
assessment of the threats. We also welcome Japan’s proactive steps to boost
its defense capabilities, and I’ll let Acting Secretary Shanahan speak more
about that matter.

The United States and Japan affirmed that international law applies in
cyberspace and that a cyberattack could, in certain circumstances, constitute
an armed attack under Article 5 of the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty. We
stressed the need to work together to protect classified information,
maintain technological superiority, and preserve our shared defense and
economic advantages from theft and exploitation.

And finally, we confirmed that the plan to construct the Futenma replacement
at the camp – area adjacent waters is the only solution that addresses
operational, political, financial, and strategic concerns and avoids the



continued use of the Marine Corps Air Station at Futenma. We understand our
strong determination to achieve its completion as soon as possible.

So as you can see from this morning, we talked about a broad array of things,
we had many topics to discuss; that’s a good thing. It means our great
democracies are continuing robust cooperation. As Secretary of State, I am
proud to represent the American people in this essential partnership built on
respect and shared democratic principle, as well as shared interest.

Foreign Minister Kono, I invite you to speak.

FOREIGN MINISTER KONO: (Via interpreter) Today’s 2+2 was held at an extremely
critical timing for deciding the future direction of diplomacy and defense of
Japan and U.S. I would like to thank Secretary Pompeo and Acting Secretary of
Defense Shanahan. By the end of last year, in response to the increasingly
complex security environment, Japan established the new defense program
guideline. At the end of February this year, the second U.S.-North Korea
summit was held, and based on that it is also a critical timing to align the
response to the North Korean situations between Japan and U.S. Against this
background, by next week Prime Minister Abe will visit U.S. and next month
President Trump is expected to come to Japan as the first state guest after
the accession to the throne of our new emperor.

At this kind of critical timing, the foreign ministers for foreign affairs
and defense of Japan and U.S. have come together and have discussed the
future of U.S.-Japan alliance and have confirmed the direction of strength
and deterrence and response capabilities, and this is extremely meaningful.

There were three main achievements as follows: First of all, free and open
Indo-Pacific – that a U.S.-Japan alliance is now the cornerstone of peace
security and prosperity of the entire Indo-Pacific region. Under this basic
recognition, we agreed that Japan and U.S. will work together in order to
realize free and open Indo-Pacific. Both U.S. and Japan will conduct joint
trainings and capability buildings and others with partner countries in order
to jointly expand their presence in the region.

Secondly, cross-domain cooperation. Based on the strategic policy documents
of Japan and U.S., including Japan’s new national defense program guideline,
we agreed to strengthen cross-domain cooperation, including new domains like
space and cyber, and to further strengthen our alliance.

Third is North Korean matter. In accordance with the UN Security Council
resolutions, we agree to endeavor to realize CVID of all weapons of mass
destruction, ballistic missiles of all ranges, and confirm that Japan and
U.S. will continue to incorporate a full implementation of UN Security
Council resolutions, including dealing with ship-to-ship transfers.

We reaffirmed that U.S. forces’ posture in the region will continue to be
robust and agreed to deepen our dialogues on deterrence in the region,
ensuring security. We agreed to closely collaborate between Japan and U.S.
and amongst Japan, U.S., and South Korea. We agree that to demand North Korea
for the immediate resolution of the abduction of Japanese nationals.



Realignment of the U.S. forces is also an important issue while maintaining
the deterrence of U.S.-Japan alliance, but also to reduce impact on local
communities such as Okinawa. The governments of both Japan and U.S. will
steadily promote the realignment of U.S. forces in Japan.

In particular about the construction of Futenma replacement facilities,
significant progress in relation to the construction are welcomed in order to
avoid the continued use of Futenma. You confirmed that relocation to Henoko
is the only solution. I discussed that while steadily implementing these
realignment of U.S. forces, crimes and accidents must be prevented. Regarding
the issues on the operation and SOFA of U.S. forces, I said it is important
advance one by one and to reduce impact on local residents.

In this way, there were major achievements at the 2+2 today. We will report
these outcomes to our respective leaders and ensure that it will lead to the
success of our prime minister’s visit to the U.S. and the visit of President
Trump to Japan as our state guest. We will firmly advance our efforts to
further strengthen the deterrence and response capability of the U.S.-Japan
alliance and further reinforce U.S.-Japan alliance going forward.

May I invite Acting Secretary Shanahan for his remarks.

ACTING SECRETARY SHANAHAN: Thank you, Minister Kono. Secretary Pompeo,
appreciate your leadership and partnership in hosting today’s productive
discussions. Minister Kono, Minister Iwaya, thank you for both making the
long trip to Washington. The strength of the U.S.-Japan relationship gives us
the ability to solve difficult problems and create opportunity. Today’s
meeting is yet another testament to our commitment to a free and open Indo-
Pacific.

When I think of the strength of the alliance, the cornerstone of the region,
I come back to our shared understanding of the challenges we face in an
increasingly complex security environment and our ability to address them
together. Nowhere is this synergy clearer than in the close alignment between
Japan’s National Defense Program Guidelines and our U.S. National Defense
Strategy. The harmony between them is not confined to paper. It is evident in
the real world integration of our complementary strategic visions. That
integration was the focus this morning, and it will be our focus during my
bilateral meeting with Minister Iwaya at the Pentagon this afternoon.

We know this integration is not additive. It’s multiplicative, exponentially
enhancing our cooperation, capability, and capacity in moving our alliance
forward. This will be critical as we face diverse challenges in the region
from China and North Korea – and China, in particular, using increasingly
coercive behavior in an effort to undermine the rules-based international
order. Today we discussed on how to leverage geography and integrate mutual
objectives to address these challenges. That starts with maintaining a ready,
capable, and combat-credible force in the region as a frontline deterrent,
and realigning U.S. forces in Japan to improve operational readiness and
minimize impact on local communities, as Secretary Pompeo and Minister Kono
mentioned. It also includes continuing and expanding our work together, both
bilaterally and multilaterally through joint exercises and presence



operations in the region, port calls with partners, and building partner
capacity, maritime domain awareness, law enforcement, and more.

And as Secretary Pompeo highlighted, we remain aligned in our pursuit of the
full, final, verified denuclearization of North Korea. Ministers, thank you
for Japan’s continued contributions to UN Security Council Resolution efforts
to counter illicit ship-to-ship transfers. As we look to the future, however,
we cannot only think in terms of geography, for emerging domains transcend
borders. Cyberspace and outer space know no geographical bounds. In the U.S.,
we rely on space for almost everything, from powering our $20 trillion
economy to enabling military operations. And while cyber, like space, carries
enormous potential, it also is a vulnerability. These domains are absolutely
critical for securing our future, and we are not sitting back while our
Chinese and Russian counterparts or competitors aim to disrupt and weaponize
them. These domains offer real opportunities for alliance collaboration. We
are aligned in our view on this, and we are working together to adapt,
integrate, and deploy capabilities faster.

As we charge ahead on those fronts, we are also building capacity across all
domains. We welcome and appreciate Japan’s continued procurement of U.S.
systems that promote interoperability, from F-35s and Aegis Ashore to V-22s
and more. In order to bear the most fruit, our synergy must not be limited to
our governments. Success also requires further integration of our industrial
bases and protection of critical infrastructure. Information security is at
the very core of our defense relationship, and we recognize and appreciate
Japan’s efforts to protect its national telecommunications infrastructure
from high-risk 5G companies by restricting government procurement and
mandating cybersecurity standards.

As we look ahead, protecting the integrity and security of our national
networks and critical infrastructure cannot just be a whole-of-government or
inter-government effort. It must be a whole-of-society approach. We must
remain ever vigilant on this issue, and I know we will. Mr. Kono, Mr. Iwaya,
I greatly value the insights you offered on these and many other topics
today. Thank you for your enduring partnership and strong leadership.
Minister Iwaya, I look forward to continuing our work at the Pentagon this
afternoon. Thank you.

DEFENSE MINISTER IWAYA: (Via interpreter) Acting Secretary Shanahan, thank
you very much. First, I would like to thank the support extended by the U.S.
military on the crash of SDF’s F35-A last week. I am proud that two nations
are of the relationship in which we can help each other in difficult times.

As Japan’s National Defense Program Guideline was completed last December,
strategic documents from both Japan and U.S. that set out the direction in
security area were all in place. Two countries’ directions are aligned,
making it a unique opportunity to further evolve the U.S.-Japan alliance.

At this juncture today, four ministers responsible for foreign and defense
affairs in Japan and U.S. assembled here to have meaningful discussions on
Japan-U.S. alliance and its way of being and measures to enhance its
deterrence and counter capabilities. I would like to thank Acting Secretary



Shanahan and Secretary Pompeo for the leadership to make this meeting a
success.

In the meeting, we confirmed that the U.S.-Japan alliance is the cornerstone
of the region’s peace, stability, and prosperity. We also confirmed that we
will make efforts to realize free and open Indo-Pacific. At the same time,
the alliance is facing a difficult international situation, and in order for
the alliance to fulfill its role, more unified response between Japan and
U.S. is important.

Regarding the region’s security environment, all four ministers were able to
share the same concerns related to the current situation in East and South
China Sea. Japan and U.S. will work together to ensure peace and stability in
the region. Also, regarding the North Korean issue, we agreed to work towards
complete, verifiable, and irreversible abolishment of all of weapon of mass
destruction and all ballistic missiles of all range.

Japan and U.S. will be the linchpin in the effort to fully implement the UN
Security Council resolution, including measures against ship-to-ship transfer
and work with other nations. In the area of security and defense cooperation,
which is the foundation of Japan-U.S. alliance, we confirmed that we will
enhance the cooperation in the space-related capabilities with the cross-
domain operation cooperation. We agreed to promote cooperation for space
situational awareness capability enhancement. We also agreed to enhance
collaboration in the cyber area and confirmed that cyber attacks could
constitute an armed attack for the purpose of Article 5 of the U.S.-Japan
security treaty.

Also, we agreed to work together in further promoting streamlining of FMS
process and introduction of high-performance equipment to Japan and affirmed
the importance of intelligence security. Furthermore, we agreed to further
deepen our cooperation in operation.

U.S. forces in Japan serves a central role in the alliance. For this reason,
we share the intention to steadily implement the realignment of the U.S.
forces in Japan and, while maintaining the U.S. force deterrent capability,
to continue to mitigate impact on local community, including Okinawa.
Particularly about the construction of the Futenma replacement facility, I
reported its status and foreign ministers welcomed the significant progress
while reconfirmed that the plan to relocate to Henoko is the only solution
that avoids the continued use of Futenma air station. Alongside Minister
Kono, I also requested to prevent recurrence of incidents and accidents and
to minimize the impact of the U.S. forces operation in local communities,
including noise made by incoming aircraft.

Japan-U.S. alliance is stronger than ever. If we can enhance it further and
integrate the power of two nations, we can deter any and all threats and
respond to any situation. With today’s result, we will work to further
strengthen the U.S.-Japan alliance.

Again, I would like to thank Acting Secretary Shanahan and Secretary Pompeo.
Thank you very much.



MS ORTAGUS: Okay, we’re going to start with questions. Shaun from AFP.

QUESTION: Hi, thank you. Secretary Pompeo, the other day North Korean state
media had some rather choice words about you. I presume you’ve seen them. I
can repeat them if you want to, but I want to see your reaction to that. Do
you think – what do you think was the motivation behind them? And as far as
their demand itself, would you actually be willing to step aside for the
negotiations if North Korea prefers that or wants to deal with President
Trump directly only?

And if I can ask a similar question on North Korea to Minister Kono, asking
about the – you mentioned about the abduction issue, and looking at the
results of the Hanoi summit, how optimistic are you right now for the future
of an agreement between Japan and North Korea specifically?

And for the defense minister and defense secretary, Minister Iwaya, if I
could expand on your comment about the F-35, could you and Secretary Shanahan
explain what you plan now in terms of locating the F-35 submarines, et
cetera? What’s the way to fund them? And do you have any concern that U.S.
adversaries, namely China and Russia, could actually have access to the
technology from the F-35 there under the sea? Thank you.

SECRETARY POMPEO: So, yes, first question to me. Nothing’s changed. We’re
continuing to work to negotiate. I’m still in charge of the team. President
Trump’s obviously in charge of the overall effort, but it will be my team and
Special Representative Biegun will continue to lead the U.S. efforts to
achieve what Chairman Kim committed to do back in June of last year, which
was to denuclearize. As I’ve said before, he’s made that commitment to
President Trump multiple times. He’s made it to me personally half a dozen
times, and I’m convinced we still have a real opportunity to achieve that
outcome, and our diplomatic team will continue to remain in the lead.

FOREIGN MINISTER KONO: (Via interpreter) President Trump has raised this
abduction issue vis-a-vis Kim Jong-un at Hanoi. Well, this is a issue between
Japan and North Korea, so eventually the prime minister, if there’s a chance,
will see Kim Jong-un and talk about these issues. Japan is ready to normalize
the relationship with North Korea when this missile, nuclear, and abduction
issues are taken care of, and our position has not been changed. So at this
moment, there is no set schedule for the summit meeting between Japan and
North Korea, but we will continue to work with – on this issue with the
United States. Thank you.

DEFENSE MINISTER IWAYA: (Via interpreter) Now the question for me was about
F-35 and its accident. Since the accident, Maritime Self-Defense Force, and
the Coast Guard, and U.S. military vessels and aircrafts are participating in
the operation of a search and rescue, and that continues today. This is a
very important aircraft, so we would like to locate the aircraft as soon as
we can and salvage it, pull it out. But this search and rescue and
investigation that ensues – of course, Japan will lead the investigation, but
we’re hoping and also it is indispensable to have the support of the U.S. So
while we do that, we would like to find the root cause of the accident.



ACTING SECRETARY SHANAHAN: I would just echo those comments and add to the
fact that we are in full support of Japan’s lead on the investigation, and I
have full confidence that the asset is being – that we’ll recover it, and the
situation is being properly managed.

And I’d maybe add to your question around FMS and the current procurement
situation. The National Defense Program Guideline that Japan has put
together, we’re integrating with the National Defense Strategy. And when we
talk about strategy, there are three elements that we’re working together,
and it really formulates a set of objectives. And we’re looking at aligning
geography, capacity, and capability. And in terms of capacity, there’s the
current assets or equipment that they buy, whether it’s F-35s, B-22, Aegis
Ashore, and the work there is aligning budgets and streamlining the FMS
procurement process.

Today when we’re in the Pentagon, we’re going to talk more about these new
domains, what can our industry, based on how we develop policy, do in the
areas of cyber, space, and autonomy. Industrial base in Japan has worked
closely with the American industrial base. We see this as a security
opportunity and an industrial opportunity.

MS SHINO: (Via interpreter) Mr. Niwa from Kyodo.

QUESTION: (Via interpreter) Thank you. Niwa of Kyodo News. Minister Kono and
Secretary Kono, my question is about North Korea. In addition to criticizing
Secretary Pompeo, Chairman Kim is reported to have observed the launch test
of a new tactic: a guided weapon. Do you take it as provocation? And nuclear
missile abandonment to ask North Korea – is it necessary to further
strengthen the sanctions?

Plus, Secretary Pompeo, in Japan the most important issue is the abduction of
national – Japanese nationals. In Vietnam, in the Hanoi summit, President
Trump did raise the matter to Chairman Kim, but what was the reaction of Kim
Jong-un? Prime Minister Abe and Kim Jong-un – Kim Jong-un is interested in
direct communication?

FOREIGN MINISTER KONO: The United States and Japan have agreed that we need
to implement Security Council resolution until North Korea CVID all the
weapons of mass destruction and the missile of all ranges. And we agree that
we need to take care of the issue of ships-to-ship transfer, and we need to
work with the other partner countries to prevent this ships-to-ship transfer.
I will not comment on so-called the new weapons of North Korea, but unless
they take concrete steps towards the CVID of nuclear weapons and missiles,
there are going to be no bright future for North Korea. Thank you.

SECRETARY POMPEO: So I’d actually – I want to comment on the question you
asked Foreign Minister Kono. We agree with that, that the mission set remains
the same. The United States and Japan are deeply connected, and we’ve talked
about that. South Koreans as well. The mission set to denuclearize North
Korea, nothing has changed, nothing that’s changed from Singapore to Hanoi,
or Hanoi to now. That is, we’ve made progress, but our mission set has not
changed a single bit.



With respect to the issue that President Trump raised, he not only raised it
with Chairman Kim, he’s raised it in every conversation that we’ve had. We
know the importance of this to Japan; it is – therefore it’s important to us
as well. I don’t want to talk about the response that was given, but suffice
to say I think he was aware of this issue before it was raised. He
acknowledged the issue, and you should know that the United States will
continue to raise this issue each time we have a conversation.

MS ORTAGUS: Rich Edson, Fox News.

QUESTION: Thank you very much. Mr. Secretary, you just commented that the
United States, the world will continue enforcing sanctions against North
Korea. Chairman Kim has repeatedly and publicly demanded that there be some
sanctions relief ahead of full denuclearization. Do you think this process
can continue to move forward absent the U.S. or the West giving some
sanctions relief to North Korea? And also, the Russian Government has just
commented that it’s not possible that Russia interferes in the affairs of
other states. Your response to that? And will you discuss the findings of the
special counsel’s report with the Russian Government? Thank you.

Oh, and also to Mr. Foreign Minister: Would Japan rule out a relaxation of
sanctions ahead of full denuclearization? Thank you.

SECRETARY POMPEO: Yes. Your – to your first question. Second, Russia
interferes in a number of places. I’ve talked about it most recently in
Venezuela, but the – they’re impacting Ukraine. The work that they’ve done to
interfere with elections around the world, not only ours in 2016 but others,
is serious, and there are real interferences. I don’t think there’s been a
discussion between a senior U.S. official and Russians in this administration
where we have not raised this issue about our concern about Russia’s
interference in our elections. So your question, your third question was when
I engage with the Russians, will I raise the issues of the Mueller report. We
will talk about the steadfast requirement that Russia not engage in activity
that impacts the capacity of our democracy to be successful. And their
interference on our election creates risk there, and we will make very clear
to them this is unacceptable behavior. And as you’ve seen from this
administration, we will take tough actions which raise the cost for Russian
malign activity, and we’ll continue to do that.

FOREIGN MINISTER KONO: Let me reiterate that our international community need
to fully implement Security Council resolutions until North Korea CVID
weapons of all – all the weapons of mass destruction and all their missile –
no change at all. Thank you.

MS SHINO: (In Japanese.)

QUESTION: (Via interpreter) Thank you. Kono from NHK. Acting Secretary
Shanahan and Mr. Iwaya, while China enhances military capability, what was
the significance of the agreement that you will cooperate in space and cyber
new domains for the security of Japan? Especially, please tell me about the
significance of the cyber attacks being under – covered by a security treaty
Article 5. And regarding F-35A and host nation support, what was the specific



discussion during the 2+2?

And Acting Secretary Shanahan, what is your thought on the host nation
support currently?

DEFENSE MINISTER IWAYA: (Via interpreter) I would like to answer first. Not
just China, but different countries are pursuing superiority in technologies
that back up the capability in new domains such as space and cyber and
electromagnetic spectrum. So during this 2+2 meeting, we agreed that it is
quite important to cooperate in the cross-domain capability building. And
this alignment in our direction will be the foundation of our alliance going
forward, specifically in the cyberspace.

In the space capability cooperation, we agreed to promote cooperation in the
development of deep-space radar by Japan and hosting U.S. space situational
awareness, SSA capability, and underpins Quasi-Zenith Satellite System to
improve SSA capability. Also, this is quite significant from the perspective
of a stable use of space.

In the cyber area, as we mentioned, there are cases where cyber attacks could
constitute an armed attack for the purpose of Article 5 of U.S.-Japan
Security Treaty, and we agreed on that. And this is significant from the
perspective of deterrence.

And regarding F-35, regarding the crash accident, I expressed gratitude for
the U.S. support and handling of the accident and requested their support as
necessary in the investigation.

Now regarding the host nation support, in the discussion today we did not
discuss this topic. At this point, we have not started the next special
treaty negotiation. This is something that we will continue our discussion
going forward with the U.S.

ACTING SECRETARY SHANAHAN: Good. No – well, said. Let me just add a few
comments. And the framing comment is this: Our strategies are aligned, and
we’re working to take the budgets that have been put in place and execute.
This is really – our discussions are less about what are the frameworks than
how do we operationalize our work. The defense minister talked about some of
the basic building blocks, but our multiple conversations – and this isn’t
the first conversation – is how do we really develop capability in the cyber
and space domain, because it’s an area where we’re not limited by geography.
And the capabilities industrially and militarily are very complementary. So
later on today, we’ll continue to build out the details of the execution.

I would just say on the host nation agreement, we will develop something
that’s fair. And we’ve had a long history of being able to negotiate, and I
expect that we’ll do that well, but it will be fair.
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The below is attributable to Spokesperson Morgan Ortagus:

Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo spoke with U.K. Foreign Secretary Jeremy
Hunt yesterday to discuss key global priorities, including resolving the
conflicts in Libya and Yemen and ensuring the security of critical
infrastructure, including 5G. On Libya, the Secretary and Foreign Secretary
reaffirmed their commitment to continue diplomatic efforts to achieve a
freeze on the ground and a return to the political process. On Yemen, the two
sides reiterated their support for UN Special Envoy Martin Griffiths and
agreed that all parties must make good on the commitments they made in Sweden
to allow the political process to move forward. The two reaffirmed their
commitment to strengthening the U.S.‑U.K. Special Relationship and
cooperation in the face of major global challenges.
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